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In 1978. Margaret Wong-Riley stained sections of
squirrel monkey striate cortex for the activity of the
mitochondrial enzyme. cytochrome oxidase. and
noticed a periodic distribution of "puffs" of increased
enzyme activity in layers 2 and 3 (letter to D. Huhel
cited in Livingstone and Hubel [198~j). Her discovery
anticipated a whole series of anafomical and physiologi
cal findings from many laboratories that correlated with
the distribution of this enzyme in the striate cortex of
primates. yet there has never been a satisfactory expla
nation as to why the distribution of this enzyme. crucial
for aerobic energy metabolism. would be related to the
functional organization of visual cortex (Martin 1988).
The puffs have also been called blobs. spots. dots. and
patches. with the term blob used most frequently,
When the striate cortex is viewed from above, the
blobs form a periodic array intercalated within a lattice
of lower cytochrome oxidase concentration. We pro
pose that the distinction between the blobs and the
lattice is related to two different modes for representing
stimulus variables. We submit that scalar variables re
lated to the intensity of the stimulus are represented in
the blobs. Intensity information is encoded explicitly
over a very broad dynamic range. in which activity is
proportional to the intensity variable (e .g .. contrast).
This encoding strategy requires that neurons have the
energetic capacity to sustain a broad range of activity
levels, which In turn is related to the high concentration
_ of cytochrome oxidase. The situation is analogous to
red muscle, which also is rich in cytochrome oxidase
and which is I!ble to maintain a sustained level of
contraction over time (Needham 1971). i
We propose that in the surrounding lat'tice of lower
cytochrome oxidase concentration, geometric variables
are carried by neurons with orientation preferences and
lead to different representational requirements. Each
stimulus orientation is possible at every retinotopic
location. and each is represented explicitly within an
orientation hypercolumn. Activity varies with how "'ell
each individual orientation matches image structure at
that location. However. there is rarely more than one
orientation at any retinotopic location. so, on average.
most oriented cells in each hypercolumn are quiet. The
preference of these neurons for higher spatial fre
quencies (and possibly binocular disparities) further
reduces the statistical probability that they will be ac
tive at any particular instant in time. The average level
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of neural activity over time is thus much less in the
lattice than in the blobs. which is consistent with the
lower levels of cytochrome oxidase in the lattice. There
is an analogy with white muscle, which contains less
cytochrome oxidase and typically has short bouts of
rapid contraction interspersed with longer resting
periods.
We review the main empirical findings that have led
us to this hypothesis. Tootell et al. (1988h) showed that
the hlohs were preferentially responsive to low spatial
frequency gratings. whereas the lattice preferred higher
spatial frequencies in experiments in which the func
tional activity of macaque monkey striate cortex was
mapped with 2-deoxyglucose autoradiography. Silver
man et al. (1989) found a strong negative correlation
between cytochrome oxidase concentration and spatial
frequency preference in electrophysiologicai recording
experiments. Probably related to the spatial frequency
organization of the blobs and the intervening lattice is
the observation of Livingstone and Hubel (1984) that
blob neurons tend to be much less sensitive to the
orientation of elongated stimuli than are neurons in the
lattice.
liVingstone and Hubel (1984) also noted that many
neurons in the blobs were preferentially activated hy
stimulus color. and they found "dOUble-opponent"
color cells in the blobs. Tootell et al. (1988a) found that
the blobs were more activated by colored stimuli than
by gray stimuli of equal luminance. However, there are
comparative data which suggest that the blobs have
important functions that transcend color vision.
Oalagos, lorises, and owl monkeys. which are noctur
nal primates 1 and therefore live in dim lighting condi
tions in which color vision is virtually impossible,
nevertheless have well-developed cytochrome oxidase
I Galagos appear to be strictly nocturnal. They bcrome active in the
c.'cning twilight at the time that human observers can no longer sec
color and cca,c to be active in the morning twilight when humans can
just begin to di>cern color (Martin 19901. Owl monkeys are less strictly
nocturnal. The aClivity cycle in owl monkeys varies in different parts or
South America. In Peru. they are nocturnal: in Paraguay. they arc
active for several hours after >unrisc and for several hours before sun,cl
(Wright 1989), In the laboratory. owl monkeys are often a-'ive during
the day. whereas galagos housed under the same conditions arc aClive
only al night (1, Allman. pel's, ohs,). jacobs (1977) found that owl
monkeys have a weakly developed capacily for color vision. WikleI' and
Rakic (1989) found that cones. identified immunocytochemically. are
relatively abundant in galagos and owl monkeys, Possibly the cones in
the'e nocturnal species se!"lie to regulate daily a-,ivity cydes.
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blobs (Horton and Hube11981; Horton 1984; Tootell et
al. 1985; McGuinness et al. 1986; Condo et al. 1987; J.
Allman and E. McGuinness. in prep.). There also are
two diurnal primates. Hapalemur griseus and Prop
ir/!eclis verratu:i. that lack blobs. although the color
vision capacities of these rare prosimians are unknown
(f-,kGuinness et a!. 1986; J. Allman and E. McGuin
ness. in prep.). Blobs also are absent in a diurnal
nonprimate with well-developed color vision. the tree
shrew (Horton 1984; Jacobs and Neitz 1986; Wong
Riley and Norton 1988).
In macaque monkeys. the blobs are located in the
centers of ocular dominance columns (Horton and
Hube11981; Wong-Riley and Carroll 1984; Qlasdel and
Salama 1986) and are driven strongly l.,y one eye (Tso
and Gilbert 1988). The intervening lattice appears to
have more complex binocular interactions. In this con
text, it is interesting to note that the lattice has higher
concentrations of the calcium-binding protein, cal bin
din fC!!lio et a1.1986f Calbindin is abundant in neural
structures in which precise timing of signals is im
portant. such as the time-dependent pathways in elec
troreceptive fish (Maler et a!. 1984) and the nuclei
responsible for interaural time comparisons for sound
localization in owls (Takahashi et al. 1987). There is a
precise trade-off between spatial and temporal binocu
lar disparity in stereopsis (Burr and Ross (979); it is an
intriguing possibility that the distribution of calbindin
in the lattice is related to precise spatial-temporal
binocular processing.
Maguire and Baizer (1982) investigated the respon
ses of neurons in striate cortex of awake monkeys to
different luminances against a constant background.
They found that cells lacking orientation selectivity
responded in a graded fashion to as much as 410g units
of variation in luminance from threshold to saturation."
At saturation, some of these nonoriented cells reached
tiring rates of 300 spikes per second. which is remark
ably high for cortical neurons. The oriented cells usual
ly responded to about I log unit of variation from
threshold to saturation. These authors did not localize
their recording sites to specific structures within striate
cortex. but is it likely that their nonoriented cells were
either in layer 4C or in the blobs. whereas their orient
ed cells were probably in the lattice.
The two styles of coding proposed in our hypothesis
are classical, although the application to the blob
lattice system is novel. Intensity coding muy be con
ceptually viewed as the more primitive form and is
more- commonly described in the brain stem
oculomotor system. whereas coding in proportion to
strength of match is more commonly described in the
cortex' (Marr 1970; Barlow 1972; Ballard 1986).

'::Thc"'l! ncuron!-. might (:orre"'pond in part to tilt! "Iuxotonic" t.:dl'

rCl'onlcd (rom 'Iriatl! cortl'x of Ihe ''lulrrcl monk~, (Bartktt amI DOly
IY7.. ) .tnd the maca'lul! (Kayama ct al. 197Y). The Iuxotomc cells were
defined as ha,in!! a maintained dis"harge to diffu,c light and lor having
a di,char!,!<: that varied monotonically with change in light intensity
o'er J ran!,!" "I' at lea,t J log units.

Although the above data indirectly support our hy
pothesis that cells containing high concentrations of
cytochrome oxidase in the blobs are coding intensity
variables. and the lattice cells are coding the match
between geometric variables and the image, testable
predictions do arise. The first series of predictions in
volve the coding of contrast. and the most direct of
these is that, if contrast sensitivity were measured for
blob cells. they would have the relationship to lattice
cells illustrated in Figure I. The contrast sensitivity
curves that halle been measured in striate cortex are for
cells with an orientation preference (Sclar et at. (989)
and agree with the prediction for lattice cells: no direct
measurements for blob cells have been made to our
knowledge.
A secon'Yprediction of our hypothesis is that the blob
system shOuld exhibit relatively little cont~ast adapta
tion or gain control. This differs fr9m the lattice sys
tem, which could use contrast adaptation to extend its
operating range from dim to bright light. However. if
the blob system were to adapt. then the baseline for
calibrating contrasts would be lost. Blob cells would
resemble lateral geniculate neurons in this regard (Der
rington and Lennie 1984).

Third. if the blob system is coding contrast. then how
can luminunce values be recovered? One possibility is
suggested by interpreting the circular surround recep
tive fields mathematically and then simply adding the
responses together from cells spanning a range of re
ceptlv!;;: field sizes (Zucker and Hummel 1986). This
suggests mapping the sputial properties of receptive
fields for cells within blobs. and that a range of sizes will
be found. The findings of Silverman et a!. (1989) are
consistent with this suggestion.
Surfaces can not only be covered with paint to give
them contrast and color. but they can also be sprinkled
with spots, Our next class of predictions are thus reo
lated to textures lacking orientation. such as salt-and
pepper patterns. P~ychophysical evidence (Barlow
1979) indicates that density is a key property of such
patterns. and it is another basic scalar intensity vari
able. Thus. we predict that the density of unoriented
texture patterns is carried by the blob system. Further
more. it follows that the smearing of textures outside of
borders should be no more noticeable than the smear-
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f'igure I. Pr.:Jicted contrast sensitivity curves for blob and
latlice neurons.
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ing of color and contrast (for examples, see Livingstone
and Hubel 1987). If there is no context provided by the
geometric system. and if a class of blob cells represents
the density of small spots. then there will be no geomet
ric anchors to hold the dots in place. They would thus
be tree to drift in position and depth; perhaps this is the
basis of the autokinetic effect.
The blobs are reduced following eye removal or
tetrodotoxin injection into the linked eye (Wong-Riley
and Carroll 1984; Wong-Riley et al. 1989). However,
the blobs are not absolutely dependent on visual input:
The blobs are present in newborn primates (Horton
1984) and even in monkeys that have had their eyes
removed well before birth (Kuljis and Rakic 1990).
One possible explanation for this is that a sizable por
tion of the neurons in the blobs may be very nonselec
tive and respond simply to a graded input encoding
contrast. whereas the lattice circuitry requires a precise
coincidence of inputs. Thus, the surviving population of
neurons in the lateral geniculate nucleus in monkeys
with their eyes removed well before birth might be
sufficient to provide a tonic drive to the blobs and thus
engage their metabolic machinery.
The blob-lattice distinction is not an absolute di
chotomy. There is a gradient in the concentration of
cytochrome oxidase between the blobs and the lattice
(Silverman et al. 1989). Similarly. the blob neurons are
not uniform in cytochrome oxidase content (Wong
Riley et al. 1989). In particular. one class of blob
neuron (type C) is much richer in cytochrome oxidase.
Type C neurons constitute about one· quarter of the
blob population. and Wong-Riley and her collaborators
have suggested that they correspond to the non-color
coded blob neurons that comprise a similar portion of
the recording sample for blob neurons (Livingstone
and Hubel 1984; Tso and Gilbert 1988). We hypoth
esize that this cytochrome-oxidase-rich population.of
blob neurons encodes contrast over a broad dynamic
range and serves as the basis for a cortical brightness
constancy system. We.-.. suspect that c),tochrome
oxidase-rich neurons may constitute a larger portion of
the blob population in nocturnal species. There is con
siderable evidence that primates evolved from noctur
nal ancestors (Allman 1m), and the bloQS may have
developed originally as part of a cortica! system for
brightness constancy in highly visual animals living in a
dimly illuminated environment. When primates be
came diurnal, they may have elaborated this system to
encompass the color-specific lightnesses for determin
ing color constancy.
In summary, the bloh system is involved in color,
contrast. and texture density; in short, in carrying sca
lar intensity variables. We are suggesting a difference in
the interpretation of activity for neurons in the blobs
and lattice: Firing rate encodes intensity in the blobs
and "strength of match" in the lattice, Intuitively. we
find this new view compelling: Otherwise, why would
the visual system have evolved the blobs if it were
simply "colorizing" the outlines provided by the lattice
system?
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